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INTRODUCTION

Plaster Casts has a long history crossing every 
era, every country and every place.
Like many artisan crafts, closely related to the 
arts, so meany people have met their traces 
remaining linked for life with passion and 
devotion.
During the 18th and 19th century plaster cast 
collections, assumed an important role as 
messenger of classical statuary and quickly sets 
as a versatile and economical medium in those 
places that were still without original artworks.
As a work of art, it comes alongside the "original" 
classic statues, and then in the following century 
cast reach its own value as an absolute Object of 
Art. Between the late 1800s and the early 1900s, 
american museums and collections of classical 
and renaissance sculptures are not made in 
marble but in plaster. The didactic value is 
indisputable so as to allow the installation of 
galleries entirely dedicated to the casts.
Widely used in the best art academies, as in the 
most prestigious sculptor's studios and ateliers, 
plaster casts are irreplaceable reference tools for 
study and artistic composition.
That wet plaster has been masterfully translated 
into sculpture by skilled hands, as a result of an 
ancient and complex technique and integral part 
of the sculptural methodology itself. The cast is 
produced exactly like an original plaster 
sculpture. Same technique, same materials and 
the same hand, the one of the mold maker. 
In the past, fidelity, in addition to its features, is 
concealed in its very nature as an artistic product 
not far from the methods that led to its original 
marble or bronze. Its nature does not deviate 
from the noble materials used. It does not deny 
any of the artistic values contained therein. 
Plaster casting brings us in front of a faithful 
replica in a total sense, and this makes it as an 
object of art of remarkable importance. Surface 
fidelity, guaranteed by direct reproduction 
obtainable with a mold, can not be matched. The 
typical plaster chiaroscuro is an amazing and 

irreplaceable tool in academic art class and 
sight-size drawing. 
Today plaster casts are appreciated more than 
ever because their qualities, cool beauty and 
value by art lovers, interior designer, sculptors 
and collectors. The most charming houses and 
the most appealing interiors are decorated with 
plaster casts in a very actual trend. Their 
presence approaches us to the beauty freely, in 
aconfidential way, without any fear or limitation. 
So for all these reasons I hope all of you will 
enjoy reading some more about plaster casts 
world.

“I’m keeping the mold-making in tradition, 
because that is the place where the story of a 
plaster cast still alive. 
I'm a mold maker based in Rome and I work at 
the Service of Art.”

 Andrea Felice  

 Master Mold Maker



During recent decades, the passion for plaster casts and replicas from the ancient works of art are 
having an amazing period of appreciation. Today we pay a new attention on plaster casts and many 
collectors, art lovers and artists are going to make new purchases to increase their loved collections or 
just to have a fine piece of art in their own stylish house. From my experience I know that many 
collectors are exigent connoisseurs, and this is certainly stimulant, but I also see that many people, 
who approches for the first time to the world of the casts, are often not able to understand them all the 
way or to see the difference and the work that goes into their production. I perceive a certain fear and 
unbelief. Yes, all we are afraid to buy something that we do not know and certanly we don’t want 
paying too much or at last to find in our hands something different from what was expected. I would 
explain just few points to give a guide for helping all those who never bought a plaster cast, but  would 
love to do.

• Distinguish a Fine Quality Cast from ‘Cheap Rubbish’

You must know that plaster casts are not all the same and the first differences are in quality, making 
technique and materials used for the making. Since the historical casts (with more than 50 years) have 
a value as art objects, the modern casts are destined to become one themselves in the future 
increasing their value both objective and economically. But this will happens only if they are made 
respecting a protocol of manufacture with the use of best materials and right traditional technique.

• Purchase only from Professionals 

As well as offering the best quality, a workshop of mold makers will have undoubtedly a rich collection. 
Professionals will be able to meet any particular need, even to different requests from the catalog or an 
after sales service. When you know to recognize quality and other factors that give value to the cast 
you can buy, at the right price, even by antique dealers.

• Take Attention to Quality and Detail of Surfaces!

The cast is substantially the mechanical transfer of a sculpture from a material to another. So, like an 
exact reproduction must faithfully report every minutest detail existing on the original. The difference in 
quality may also result in a significant price difference. The cause of this is  hidden in a series of 
reasons:
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-It is not always easy to obtain the mold directly on the original.

-A much used mold loses quality creating casts with bad details and low faithful. It is therefore 
necessary to make an economic investment in a new molds to maintain an high level of quality of the 
cast.

-But above all, it must be clear, that a poor cheap cast   can never become an object of art with a real 
value, because it not preserves those characteristics, that comes from tradition and the craft of art. This 
don’t mean that the quality will be only in a big price, but the price will be right if correspond to the 
value of a work of art made by skilled craftsman.

• The ‘Surmoulage’ Problem

Many retailers offers reproductions of famous sculptures and busts which are not faithful casts from the 
original work, but poorly remodeled (do not buy…). Many others are surmoulage that means cast of the 
cast of the cast… Proceeding in this way the precise detail of the original will be lost. I personally make 
a very severe selection and consider unacceptable casts over the first generation, or exceptionally 
second generation if the cast is well made and in very good condition. In past centuries, workshops 
outside Italy mainly in America and some european countries, was not able to access to original marble 
and bronze of Greek, Roman and Renaissance present in museums. So, when the molds became wore 
out and unusable they took new molds from other casts; so the surmoulage became widespread. 
Today, many of these workshops have the collection more or less full of surmoulage and poor quality 
casts. It is always good to do an accurate comparison with the original sculpture.

• The Origin

During the past century the molding and casting workshops ‘signed’ their casts with the inscription of 
the name, or better, putting in plaster a seal or brass label. In this way they going to guaranteeing the 
quality and origin of their product. Today only historical workshops and professionals still maintain this 
tradition that provides to offer a guarantee and an added value to the purchase.

• Shipping

Plaster sculpture is a very delicate object and needs to be handled appropriately. Transportation is an 
important step of the purchase. It is therefore extremely important to take great attention on packaging 
and deliverying. Type of packing must be chosen considering the conformation of the cast, the size and 
weight. For example, a small sculpture standing (with the ankles and arms thin) will require packaging 
more accurate than a large and heavy bust. The packaging has a cost proportional to these factors but 
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Making a cast means mechanically transferring a sculpture from one material to another, preserving 
exactly all the characteristics, details and dimensions of the original one. Since the dawn of art this 
technique has been an integral part of the sculpting process. The necessity to pass from a sculpture 
modeled in clay or wax to a definitive one in a much strong and durature material such as marble or 
bronze, this is achieved by passing through the plaster casting. Starting from the Renaissance, molding 
and casting has been used to make faithful reproduction of the most famous statuary in order to get 
prestigious and faithful copies of the great ancient masterpieces that were gradually rediscovered by 
archaeologists. The royal collections were expanding with the acquisition of great and incomparable 
masterpieces. Displaying valuable statues in their palaces and luxury homes represented the highest 
possible status symbol. One of the most famous casts campaigns in history is the one authorized by 
Francis I of France in 1545 who sent an expedition of artists to Rome, at the head of which was the 
painter Primaticcio. The goal was to get as many original masterpieces as possible and to obtain the 
casts of the most admirable artworks present in Rome in order to be able to bring them to France and 
exhibit the casts in the royal palaces of Fontainebleau. Primaticcio directed the molding operations on 
the Laocoon, the Commodo, the Sleeping Ariadne, the Apollo Belvedere and many others which today 
exist in bronze at the french villa. This attitude became a real fashion, so much so that numerous 
sovereigns and noble families began to obtain casts of the most important statues of antiquity to 
display them in their own palaces. In the decades and centuries that followed casts began their fortune 
by assuming a fundamental role in the characterization of taste and in the dissemination of western art 
culture. Many renowned artists took care of the collection and arrangement of the collections as in the 
case of Velasquez for the plaster cast gallery of the Real Academia de San Fernando in Madrid or 
Rafael Mengs for the Dresden collection. Starting from the eighteenth century, numerous universities 
and academies throughout Europe already had substantial and valuable collections of plaster casts, 
thus the Gipsoteca were born. Most of the collections continued to increase the number of casts by 
drawing on private funds or state investimnet programs for artistic culture. So much so that over time 
they have become fundamental points of reference that we now recognize as historical collections. 
From the first quarter of the nineteenth century casts were massively used for the implantation of art 
and architecture museums both in Europe and in the United States. The South Kensington Museum in 
London, then Victoria and Albert, is exemplary in this sense. Inside the galleries is possible to admire 
the Cast Court which consists in two gigantic galleries filled with casts of the most important sculptures 
and architectural in the history of art. Likewise, museums such as the Louvre or the Ecole des Beaux 
Art in Paris or the Royal Cast Collection in Copenhagen had monumental collections of casts. Initially 
not having originals, overseas museums invested all their resources making collection of numerous 
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casts selected in order to propose a continuous and heterogeneous educational path, which ranged 
from archaic Greece to Hellenism, from Roman to Medieval Art, from Renaissance art up to 
Neoclassical. Extraordinary collections were exhibited at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, 
as at the Fine Art Museum in Boston. Parallel to the spread of the casts, the extraordinary demand for 
casts favored the emigration of Italian moldmakers. Many of them such as Domenico Brucciani in 
London, Pietro and Emilio Caproni in Boston, Napoleone Felice Martinelli in Athens became very 
famous for their competence and skill, so much so as to establish prosperous business companies that 
lasted for many decades. Their contribution to the dissemination of art was truly fundamental. In this 
way, the casts represented the one and only usefull support for the study and training of artists and art 
scholars all over the world.  The image of a plaster cast present in all art school, in every academy and 
in all university in its white appearance has somehow shaped the collective aesthetic taste. Today the 
plaster cast represents a reference of beauty and fine elegant taste. It is an interpretation of beauty free 
from any interference, where the form emerges pure and legible more than any other possible 
representation. The casts attribute notes of elegance, nobility and flair to the context in which they are 
included. The American architect Frank Lloyd Wright, as a tribute to the absolute greatness to classical 
culture, used to place a plaster cast of the Nike of Samothrace in many of the house he designed.
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Goethe the Cat and God the Father

25 december 1786

[…] And yet, what a joy it is to enter in a caster’s workshop and watch the exquisite limbs of the statues 
coming out of the moulds one after the other. It gives one a completely fresh view of the figures. All the 
statues which are scattered over Rome can here be seen set side by side. This is invaluable for 
purposes of comparison. I could not resist buying the cast of a colossal head of Jupiter. It now stands in 
a good light facing my bed, so that I can say prayers to him the first thing in the morning. However, for 
all his majesty and dignity, he has been the cause of a comic incident. When our old landlady comes in 
to make our beds, she is usually accompanied by her favourite cat. I was sitting outside in the hall and 
heard her busying herself in my room. Suddenly she flung the door open— to hurry is not like her— and 
called to me to come quickly and witness a miracle. When I asked her what had happened, she replied 
that her cat was worshipping God the Father. She had noticed for some time that the creature had the 
intelligence of a Christian, but, even so, this was a miracle. I ran into the room to see for myself, and it 
really was miraculous. The bust stands on a high pedestal, and the body is cut off far below the chest, 
so that the head is near the ceiling. The cat had jumped up on a high pedestal, placed its paws on the 
chest of the God and stretched itself up until its muzzle could just reach the sacred beard, which it was 
now gracefully licking, oblivious of the exclamations of the landlady on my entrance. I did not spoil the 
enthusiasm of the good woman by telling her my own explanation for this strange feline devotion. Cats 
have keen sense of smell and probably it had scented the grease from the mould, some of which still 
remained sunk in the grooves of the beard. 

Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Italian Journey (1786-1788)

I love this interesting and curious story reported by Goethe since the first time I read the Italian Journey. 
The grease, that the poet is most likely appoint, was the lard that the casters used at that time as a 
release agent between the plaster mold and the new plaster cast that was realized. There is another 
reason that may have attracted the cat to lick the cast of Jupiter.
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Until the nineteenth century, the plaster casts could be patinated with milk and talc.  If the bust of 
Jupiter was patinated in this way, I believe that the cat has been attracted by the scent of milk too. 
Goethe loved so much classical art, and during his roman stay acquired many plaster casts till to have 
a beautiful collection at his house in Weimar, Germany. During the the Grand Tour years, in Rome, was 
possible to buy fine replicas of classic art and quality plaster casts directly in the workshops of mould 
makers. Some of them were located very close to the accommodation of Goethe to the al Corso (actual 

via del Corso) between Piazza 
del Popolo and the Roman Forum, where obviously had placed so many ateliers of sculptors and 
painters. Some of the most famous mold makers in Rome at that time were Giuseppe Torrenti and 
Antonio Ceci with their shops in the same area.

The Most (Famous) Unknown Girl

La Belle Italienne is the name given to the plaster mask of a pretty young girl who became popular in 
Paris and elsewhere by the late 800’s until the early decades of the ‘900. Many artists, writers and 
photographers, from Man Ray to Albert Camus, who described the calm, slightly smiling woman as a 
“Drowned Mona Lisa“; they were inspired by her genuine beauty and purity, the sweetness of the 
expression and the ‘enigmatic smile’. Her fascination soon caught bohemian parisian society and 
became very common in those years to find the plaster hanging on the walls of the studios or in the 
halls of hundreds houses in Paris. The chronicle says that this is the face of a young woman who 
drowned in the Seine and for her exceptional beauty, it was decided to immortalize with a death mask. 
In Paris she became famous as the Inconnue de la Seine or La Vierge inconnue du canal de l’Ourcq or 
La Belle Noyee. Since no signs of violence was found on her body, was thought to be suicide. 
Immediately after the finding was exposed at the Paris Morgue for the identification. At that time it was 
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located behind Notre-Dame at the eastern 
t ip of the I le de la Cité, quai de 
l’Archevêché, where the unknown dead 
were displayed for the public to see and, it 
was hoped, identify. The Paris Morgue was 
a famous institution during in that era, and 
attracted thousands of visitors every day 
until it closed in 1907. Its administrators 
regarded the Morgue as a Paris attraction. 
Therefore the unknown young woman was 
publicly exhibited at the Morgue however it 
was said that her smile was so compelling 
to a medical assistant at the Morgue that he 
took a plaster mold of her face, and then 
the great numbers of plaster casts 
produced and sold came from this 
unknown young woman’s death mask. 
Albert Camus, is said to have loved to show 
his favorite sculptures, among them “un 
moulage du touchant visage de l’Inconnue 
de la Seine, au sourire de Joconde noyée” 
(“a cast of the touching face of the 
l’Inconnue de la Seine, with the smile of a 
d r o w n e d M o n a L i s a ” ) . I n 1 9 3 3 
Louis-Ferdinand Céline was asked for a 
photograph of himself to accompany his 
text L’Église in a collection. Instead Céline 
gave a photograph of Le Masque de 
l’Inconnue de la Seine to his editor. Rainer 
Maria Rilke’s autobiographically inspired 
narrator in Die Aufzeichnungen des Malte 
Laurids Brigge, 1910 (The Notebooks of 
Malte Laurids Brigge) wrote: “The mouleur, 
whose shop I pass every day, has hung two 
masks beside his door. The face of the 

young drowned woman, a cast of which was taken in the Morgue because it was beautiful, because it 
smiled, smiled so deceptively, as though it knew.” Also Anais Nin was influenced and Maurice Blanchot 
that mentions Alberto Giacometti being enchanted by 
the mask and Man Ray too who used his photo for the 
cover of the book Aurélien by Louis Aragon. Several 
plaster casts manufacturer in the United States added 
a portrait of the girl in their catalog, but in all collections 
she is named as La Belle Italienne. Why Italian? This is 
a curious fact, it is a true information or an error 
because the girl was unknown? The mystery deepens 
because there are versions to this dispute stating that 
the cast was taken on the maskmanufacturer‘s 
daughter face, maybe just to more intrigue the story. 
Well actually studying the mask in relation to many 
other funerary masks, I see that the expression is 
highly unusual and unlikely. Generally there is a big 
difference between life masks and death masks cast. 
The expression changes and especially the muscles of 
the face, cheeks and corrugator muscles are very different in the second case. People are very relaxed 
in a gesture of surrender when died. I still have some doubts. You can learn more reading the book La 
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Belle Noyee, enquête sur le masque de l’Inconnue de la Seine by Bertrand Tillier. The face of the 
unknown woman was used for the head of the first aid mannequin Resusci Anne. It was created by 
Peter Safar and Asmund Laerdal in 1958 and was used starting in 1960 numerous CPR courses. 
Therefore, the face has-been calledby some “the most kissed face” of all time. However, this is the 
interesting social phenomenon in which an unknown face became an icon that indeed was often 
likened to the Mona Lisa’s smile, the critic Al Alvarez in his book on suicide The Savage God reports, 
“the Inconnue became theerotic ideal of the period, as Bardot was for the 1950s“.   Maybe, I think, in 
the collective thinking in French remained some seed of this rare smile, I‘ve found it in the delicious 
smile of the beautiful actress Audrey Tautou in one of my favorite films The Fabulous Destiny of Amélie 
Poulain, (2001).

The Man who Discovered Pompeians

During excavations on the archaeological site of Pompeii in 1865, they thought to get a cast from the 
impression left in ashes by a wood door. From that day there were several others tempted like this but 
all with poor results. Other attempts were made before in 1831 in order to take human plaster casts 
from the ashes or partial as the cast of a woman in the Domus of the Faun. Another test was repeated 
in 1861 on the natural molds left in the ashes by a woman holding a box with jewels. From these 
attempts Giuseppe Fiorelli (Naples 1823-Naples 1896) accomplished a very brilliant idea. In this way on 
3 febbrary 1863 this meticulous archaeologist perfected the technique of casting and was able to get 
the first decent plaster cast of one of the victims of the eruption of Vesuvius occurred in 79 a.C. During 
an excavation between the Insulae VII 10 and VII 14 (which than was called street of skeletons) plaster 
was poured into a cavity of the ashes compact, recognized as the cavity of the impression left by a 
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charred body. Breaking the mass of ash (like a waste mold) they got the plaster cast of a man lying on 
his back; a woman who had fallen on its side; a girl dropped her head on his left arm; a woman called 
‘pregnant’ for the swollen belly. Even if they reported some defect due to technical execution still 
imperfect the casts were immediately on display in the Antiquarium. This was a very important event in 
the history of the excavations of Pompeii and the technique of excavation and restoration. From that 
moment on, the practice continues to this day. Fiorelli was an eclectic man and attentive to his work 
study. Became inspector of Pompeii in 1847 and later became the excavations director from 1860 to 
1875. He was responsible for the distribution of the whole area of the antique city in Regiones (districts) 
and Insulae (isolated). Fiorelli perfected the technique of casting with his staff of technicians, so in 1868 
in a room of the Domus of Marcus Gavius Rufus were found several skeletons and on one of them they 
make a perfect plaster cast. It was a man fell forward with his arms raised. The photo of the cast is very 
well known even if it retracts into the not exact position to show the face that seems terrified. Giuseppe 
Fiorelli conceived the idea of the museum with the human casts as principal work of art to show so the 
practice of obtaining plaster casts from the ashes continued in the following years.  During an 
excavation in the Domus of Orfeo in 1874 was make the cast of a dog on a chain whose image became 
very well known, the cast is still visible today at the excavations. In 23 april of 1875 in the Insula VI 14 
was make the casts of a woman and a man on his back wrapped in a cloak. 
In the following years, he continued to apply the method of Fiorelli although usually the bodies (in 
plaster) were left in situ. On a technical point of view the method of Fiorelli, to make the plaster casts, is 
very simple in its brilliance. In optimal conditions, where the body was covered with hardened ash, 
once decomposed, it leave a perfect cavity like a mold. There was possible to do two or more holes in 
that parts considered higher. Then they began to pour liquid plaster of Paris with glue into the holes 
while the air gradually came out from the other holes around. When the plaster came up, also from the 
holes of the upper parts, the cavity (and the cast) was filled and complete. When the plaster was 
hardened the ash was broken and removed so the plaster body rises and finally admired. In this way 
the plaster contained within it some bones and possibly ornaments (usually jewelry or money) that the 
persons kept when they fled before the death. In modern times attempts were made with transparent 
resin to leave visible the bones and objects, but the results was not the best accusation by the opacity 
of the resin across the years and the macabre aspect of the cast (Villa of Lucius Crassius Tertius). The 
Plaster cast of Pompeian victims have become well know all over the world through famous images, 
documentary, films and exhibitions. So we could say that the casts of Fiorelli have become an icon.
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Hold Out!

In this small oil painting, the famous American 
illustrator Norman Rockwell (1894 – 1978) 
depicts the great depression of 1929. A man with 
a pretentious appearance and the dropped air 
holds two plaster busts. The man is working as a 
delivery man and his clothing is comprised of 
ordinary non-coordinated slacks, jacket, and 
vest over a blue working man’s shirt. Even 
though he does not wear a regulation uniform, he 
does sport an official 
looking peaked cap 
on his head. This is a 
military or service 
p r o f e s s i o n c a p 
typical ly worn by 
those who wear a 
u n i f o r m . I t i s 
constructed with a 
crown, band, and a 
peak (also known as 
a visor).  The shine on 
the front portion of 
the band and visor 
indicates that it is 
m a d e o f p a t e n t 
leather making i t 
m o r e d u r a b l e i n 
inclement weather. 
Over the lacings of 
h i s s h o e s , t h e 
deliveryman wears 
cloth spats. Before 
they became the 
height of fashion in 
the early decades of 
the 20th century, 
spats were designed 
to protect shoes and 
ankles from mud and 
water while walking. The deliveryman’s shoes 
reveal considerable wear, indicating that his 
spats are incapable of keeping his feet from 
getting wet. On the preparatory study for this 
cover illustration, Rockwell was certainly inspired 
by the image of the figurists who he will have 
seen as a child walking through the streets of a 
big city intent to earn a few dollars. The figurist 
or figurinaio has been a poor but widespread 
craft job for over three centuries, in America and 
in Europe. Young boys and children with small 
plaster statuettes, and busts in a bamboo 

casket made the door to door selling for a few 
bucks. This image was the symbol of indigence 
and poverty. and was exactly an Image like this 
to inspired Rockwell on representing the big 
economic difficulty that afflicted many families 
during the years  of the great depression 
between 1920 and 1932. The figurinaio 
rep resen ted the da rk s ide o f a r t i s t i c 
craftsmanship. Their origin belongs to the 
geographical area of Lucchesia in Tuscany, Italy. 
Here the crafts belonging to the plaster works 
were very common. This is the same area from 
which came many skilled mold makers who 

reach a ve ry b ig 
fortune in Italy and 
around the wor ld 
p r o d u c i n g h i g h 
quality plaster casts 
f o r m u s e u m s , 
u n i v e r s i t y , a r t 
a c a d e m i e s , c a s t 
collections and art 
collectors. But, as we 
know, every market 
has to be covered 
and the figurists sell 
small and very cheap 
plasters as street 
vendors just to keep 
the survival of their 
poor family. Rockwell 
was a great observer, 
his illustrations, in a 
really refined way, 
represent America in 
those years. Every 
detail in his paintings, 
every expression of a 
f a c e o r g e s t u r e , 
brings back to a real 
daylife scene where is 
depicted exactly the 

American culture, for 
better or for worse. The delivery of two plaster 
busts of Hermes and Venus not only represents a 
makeshift job for the poor man, but remarks the 
condition of servitude and submission to the 
more fortunate bourgeois families who are intent 
to tacking care for the interiors of their luxury 
homes during the years of depression.

Rockwell can also show what you do not see. 
Two faces of the same medal, a divided society 
as always has happened and always will happen.
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The Trilussa Mask for the White Album

The One Street Museum in the heart of Kiev, Ukraine is like a wunderkammer where you can admire 
many unusual and incredible things. The museum hosts historical documents, manuscripts, 
autographs, antique postcards, photos, and a great number of objects of the antique interior. Dmitry the 
owner maintains one of the world's most comprehensive collections of plaster funerary masks. A 
couple of years ago he purchase from our workshop the mask of Giuseppe Mazzini, an Italian politician 
and patriot. Last summer, in the middle of the war and under the russian bombing, I received an email 
message from him which for this very reason moved me. Despite the hard life of that moment and the 
great difficulties, he was intent on reorganizing the museum and the whole collection in anticipation of 
the re-opening, hoping for an imminent end to the conflicts. 

His letter contained also a request for the death mask of the roman poet Trilussa which I had just added 
to the catalog collection. Immediately moved by his optimism, I offered the plaster mask free of charge 
to his museum, in name of our friendship and my personal solidarity. Appreciating my gesture, he 
insisted very much on reciprocating in some way. So I had to accept his requests and being an avid 
vinyl record collector I asked if he was able to find an original Beatles 'bone record' to add in my 
personal collection, since I was looking for it for a long time. Bone Records are handcrafted discs 
engraved on sheets of x-ray plates that circulated on the clandestine market in Russia during the Cold 
War when bands and singers like The Beatles, The Rolling Stones and Elvis Presley were seriously 
banned by the dictatorial regime. Many people were arrested just to be guilty for listening some good 
music. 

So Dmitry immediately searched among junk dealers and collectors present in his working area in Kiev 
but no trace of a bone record. However, after about a week, he sent me a fantastic gift which took my 
breath away. I received directly from Kiev a russian copy of Битлз which is the Beatles White Album, 
released as unofficial only in 1992 just 23 years after the official UK release. That was one of the best 
gifts I have ever received andthe record is definitely the most valuable Beatles print in my collection. I 
keep this story as one of the dearest anecdotes in my long career
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      5 (VERY FINE) BOOKS 

	   ABOUT PLASTER CASTS

Ateliers of Europe, an atlas of decorative 
workshops -  by John Whelan and Oskar 
Proctor, Prestel, 2022 (288 pages)

The FeliceCalchi Workshop is present in this 
book.

Sir John Soane’s Museum London - by Tim 
Knox and Derry Moore, Merrell Pub Ltd;,2016 

(159 pages)
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Materia Secunda - by 
Danica Beyll and Christoph Lingg, 2020 
(176 pages)

The FeliceCalchi Workshop is present in 
this book.

A Fleur de Peau, le moulage sur nature 
au XIX siècle - RMN, 2001 exhibition 
catalogue (188 pages)

D’Après l’Antique. - RMN, 2000 
exhibition catalogue (515 pages)
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The Cast as a Reference
Drawing is part of every artist's training path. As universal language, drawing underlying the figurative 
arts. In learning drawing there is the study from the ancient, the comparison with the masters of the 
past and the drawing from life. The casts have always been the most effective and versatile medium 
present in academies and artist studios all over the world. Drawing from a plaster cast means training 
your hand at the shapes of light and shadows. One of the biggest difficulties consists precisely in 
getting the perfect control of the shades of gray that must be absolutely faithful to the scene portraited. 
The warm white of Plaster, with all its innumerable shades of chiaroscuro, is revealed as the best 
medium that can be used in this exercise.
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The Cast as Inspiration
The interior of the artist's studio is always littered with objects of all kinds that randomly occupy their 
place. In the artist's eyes, those objects represent points of reference, like threads that interact with his 
own memory and his art. Often among these objects many are Plaster Casts. So the Casts in the 
studios of sculptors and painters represent important elements of the relationship between the artist 
and ‘Art’ as their own identity, as well as somatic traits in which they recognize themselves. The artist 
recognizes himself in a specific work or a particular sculptor so much that he feels the need to have 
part of it next to him, in the most intimate place of his art: his own Studio. The presence of Casts in 
artist studio contributes to every creative process giving constant inspiration. The most significant 
examples are by the Italian poet Gabriele D'Annunzio in Il Vittoriale with his ideal house on the Garda 
Lake; the famous house of the architect John Soane in London or the house of Mariano Fortuny in 
Venice. All are studio house with countless casts interpreting them personally with chromatic 
elaboration giving life to the white sculptures in a context of unique images and suggestions.

The Cast as a Medium
Many casts are used as technical medium in the creation of a work of art. Often as a reference for a 
direct comparison, and this is the case of Anatomical Studies and Ecorchè or as a support from which 
to start and to arrive to the finished work. The best known cases are those recognizable in nowadays 
iconic works by Yves Kline; Man Ray; Michelangelo Pistoletto; Jeff Koons, Daniel arsham and many 
others in which the casts 'are' the work. In these artworks, going through a process of transformation 
and interpretation, the work is represented through the cast itself.
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For many centuries plaster casts were the only precious support for the study of ancient art and Greek, 
Roman and Renaissance sculpture. Prestigious collections exist in the major European and American 
cities and today we can visit them enriching our knowledge and passion. Beautiful collections such as 
the Cast Court of the Victorian Albert Museum in London, La Chapelle of the Ecole des Beaux Art and 
the Musèe del la Citè in Paris, the Royal Cast Collection in Copenhagen,  the Real Academia des Bellas 
Artes de San Fernando in Madrid, the Cast Collection at the Carnagie Museum in Pittsburg, USA are 
just some of the wonderful collections of casts from which we can get great inspiration. Some cast 
collections exist in museum houses or artists museum houses. Here it is possible to admire original 
plasters and also casts of ancient statuary used by the artists for study. One of the most amazing is the 
Gipsoteca Canova in Possagno Italy, also the Vincenzo Vela Museum in Ligornetto, Swiss, certainly the 
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Rodin Museum in Paris; the Hendrik Christian Andersen Museum and the Canonica Museum in Rome 
and not last one of my favorite is the Thorvaldsen Museum in Copenhagen. Some of these plaster 
collections recently have been subject of enhancement programs, historical analyzes and restoration 
and revaluation projects. Many are located in small towns, inside Art Academies, Art Schools or 
Universities but are very rich and certainly worth a visit too.  Some collections have an extravagant or 
eclectic character, with very original interpretations of the classic casts often very interesting and of 
great inspiration. First of all the collection of the John Soane Museum in London which is a unique 
place, where the palpable atmosphere is one of the most extraordinary elements that will leave an 
indelible memory in the visitor. Then also the one at the Vittoriale di Dannunzio on the Garda Lake and 
Palazzo Fortuny in Venice too.
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7Best Place where to admire 

beautiful Cast Collections

• Sir John Soane Museum in London, United Kingdom

• Cast Court of the Victorian Albert Museum in London, United Kingdom 

• La Chapelle of the Ecole des Beaux Art in Paris, France

• Musèe de la Citè at Trocadero in Paris, France

• Real Academia de San Fernando in Madrid, Spain

• Royal Cast Collection in Cophenagen, Danmark

• Gipsoteca Antonio Canova in Possagno, Italy

after visited all these 7 ‘Gypsum Cathedrals’ 
you’ll be a connoisseur!



The best way to collect plaster casts is to follow your instinct by indulging your personal taste. 
Having a cast as a fine and faithful replica of a masterpiece of the past must give great satisfaction to 
the owner and for this reason the correct way is to buy the subjects that we love most or that have a 
particular meaning for us.

The main elements for deciding which cast to buy are many. First of all, establish a money budget. The 
price of a cast depends on the size but above all on the composition of the artwork. In fact, the 
composition determines the amount of work necessary for the making and therefore also the price.

Some casts are iconic and have acquired a particular artistic and historical value over time, many 
collectors love having a selection of famous and well recognizable works such as the Laocoon Bust, 
the Selene Horse from the Parthenon ore the Winged Victory of Samothrace as reduction.  The 
collection can also be thematic based on subjects, eras or styles. Many collectors love to integrate their 
collection with specific subjects in order to complete the work of a sculptor, an historical era or 
portraiture. Others ask for a plausible reply of the original. This is possible by purchasing the cast in 
resin which is a material that allows to imitate the original material such as bronze, terracotta or marble 
very faithfully, obtaining an incredibly realistic effect. Artists such as painters and sculptors love to 
acquire various anatomical models and ecorchè, some of which are very famous and desired. Already 
present in the past in numerous artist's atelier the casts of anatomical details, lifecast masks and casts 
of famous works represent an irreplaceable reference in the artistic study, design and inspiration. 

It is important to know the objective value of a mold or it is important to know that the object that we 
are adding to our collection or that we are buying for the first time has the value of an Art Object.

At FeliceCalchi’s we make casts with the same technique of past centuries and with the same 
materials, without including modern interference. In this way our replica retains all the same 
characteristics of the ancient casts preserved in museums. After fifty years, a cast is officially 
considered an historical object, considerably increasing its historical and economic value.
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LET’S GROW YOUR COLLECTION 
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Through many years I have learned that many clients establish a relationship with the artwork long time 
before for various personal reasons. Very often the desire to having the masterpiece so close in their 
house by purchasing an excellent cast represents a real milestone in their life. I have never 
underestimated this aspect, on the contrary, I feel the pleasure of sharing their experience by offering 
my best advice and help. Supporting clients in their choice and purchase. Then I feel the honor of 
working for the making of an object of such intimate significance as well as artistic value. For some 
collectors and art lovers it means fulfilling a remote desire, for others it means recomposing memories 
linked to their family history, for others it means confronting face to face with the work of a great 
master. Many collectors love to know that the cast will be made especially for them, with manual work, 
over time, using all the craftsmanship learned in a lifetime. They love to give the commission to an old 
workshop and to the hands of expert craftsmen. Then the delivery of the wood crate containing the 
cast is an unforgettable experience.
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Over many years I met lot of personal facts that 
link plaster casts to family stories or personal 
events. Often these stories touch on very 
intimate feelings. The cast in this case represents 
the valuable and unique object of a life event that 
remains indelibly imprinted. A couple of years 
ago an american customer contacted me to get 
informations about an ancient cast of the Tondo 
P i t t i  by Miche lange lo 
Buonarroti and some advice 
fo r the res tora t ion . For 
decades h is fami ly had 
cultivated and told tales about 
a great-grandfather who had 
bought that cast in Italy at the 
end of the nineteenth century. 
He sent me a suggestive 
p h o t o g r a p h o f h i s 
grandmother posing in front of 
the cast in a characteristic 
scene of a now disappeared 
era. He still retains a very 
strong emotional bond with 
the cast. A few months ago a 
kind lady bought the cast of 
Donatello's Santa Cecilia 
b e c a u s e t h e o n e t h a t 
belonged to her mother had 
been lost. The Nostalgia of 
that much-loved object was so 
strong that she could not resist having it back in 
her house. A couple of weeks after the shipping 
she wrote me a very moving letter in which she 
thanked me for the good work done and for 
having returned so many exciting memories. She 
told me that in front of the plaster cast she and 

her brother were falled in tears. Recently a 
collector bought faithful replicas of some props 
from the blockbuster Ben Hur of 1959 and his 
happiness was overwhelming when he finally 
saw in his house the object of his childhood 
dreams in front of the big screen at the cinema. 
Many people recognize a singular value in the 
work of art represented in the cast, for this 

reason they want to associate 
the purchase with a special 
moment of the i r l i fe by 
deciding to buy it as a special 
gift to themselves or loved 
ones. On the occasion of their 
fiftieth birthday, retirement, 
n e w h o u s e o r a f t e r a n 
unforgettable trip to Italy they 
want to come into direct 
contact with the long-desired 
a r t w o r k . C o l l e c t i n g a 
masterpiece of sculpture has 
an importance that goes 
beyond the objective value. 
The cast takes on a deeply 
p e r s o n a l m e a n i n g a n d 
knowing the workshop and the 
craftsman who maked it 
means be ing pa r t o f i t 
completely and forever. I 
receive letters in which people 

describe the big emotion of the moment they 
receive the package containing the cast, open it 
and as soon as they hold the plaster cast in their 
hands, the whole experience of the desired 
collector's item becomes reality.
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TONDO PITTI E TONDO TADDEI
BY MICHELANGELO BUONARROTI



• Let’s sure of the weight
Check that your antique furniture, table top, modern shelf, column or wall hook can support the weight 
of the cast. Large casts often weigh a lot. Also, very old casts are solid and their weight is more than 
the volume. Usually there are no problems about the weight; a lifesize plaster bust weight is about 6-8 
Kg for small and 10-13 Kg for large.

• Consider how natural or artificial light will illuminate the cast 
The best light to enjoy the cast in closets is a light at 45° or less. Preferably not direct and not 
perpendicular from above. Natural light is certainly the best light, better if it is not direct and comes 
from a skylight. The correct light will allows to enhance the lights and shadows of the cast and detail of 
the surface.

• Plan the color of background
Whether a curtain or a wall tint, the dark color emphasizes the cast and dramatizes its impact with often 
very suggestive results. Light colors and white pigment soften the volumes and suggest soft emotions.

• Consider the point of view 
Many statues and busts present a subject that can be turned right or left. In this case check that the 
positioning will be correct. It would be horrible to place a bust facing towards a wall or that look away 
from the observer. Also, some statues or busts has been carved to be watched from the correct point 
of view. For this reson they may look different when viewed from very different angles.

• Protect casts from bumps and abrasions
Do not place the plaster casts directly on the ground, but provide a base or pedestal (wood base, 
column). Avoid placing casts within reach of children areas of frequent passage or accessible to pets. 
Small bumps or chafing can damage the patina and the surface.

• In case of moving or storage
If you need to move the casts for renovationse very single cast must be packed individually, never 
place multiple casts in a box. Pack it individually in bubble wrap, then put in its natural position inside a 
hard cardboard box, plastic box or much better in a wooden crate. Do not place them in a damp 
environment, the wet plaster closed in nylon sheets could become moldy. 
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the Plaster

The traditional material to make casts is the plaster. This material was used since ancient times 
because it is easy to extract, fairly cheap and simple to process. Europe is rich in deposits and the 
Plaster of Paris was well known and appreciated during the past centuries. Today this name is also 
inflated to indicate gypsum for artistic use in a general mean. Italy is rich in gypsum quarries too and 
the best ever is Gesso Alabastrino, extracted from the quarries of the Tuscan Apennines. It is very fine, 
clean and flat white. Cause it’s excellent workability is widely used in the manufacture of casts, replicas 
and decorative elements, offering an excellent result. The classic cast, appreciated for its color tones, 
the delicate contrast of lights and shadows that emphasize its forms is and remains the one made in 
plaster.

the Resin

The most valid alternative to plaster are the resins that offer the advantage to use the casts even 
outdoor with greater mechanical resistance. The resin casts can be easily handled, transported or 
hardly used as in art classes or film sets etc. The resins, added with fillers, allow to obtain an 
extraordinary aesthetic imitation of materials such as marble, bronze or terracotta and infinite colors 
too. 

Appreciating the Patina

The patina is an important element of the cast and determines the enjoyment of the eye and of the 
touch. It also protects from dust. With Patina we mean a light veiling of pigment and wax or just light 
wax that makes the cast more attractive and enjoyable. Should not be applied colors or rough layers of 
color on the cast, because that would cover some details of the surface. If you want to imitate a 
material such as marble or bronze it is preferable to produce the cast with resin that looks very real. 
Often the patina on ancient casts consists in deterioration due to time and dust. It is preferable not to 
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remove anything or cleaning with systems too aggressive. Many cast collector prefer to keep their casts 
damaged and full of dust just because they belong to a genuine past with an authentic charm.
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ANATOMY of MAN 
by EDOUARD LANTERI
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FINE PLASTER CASTS
only high quality casts selected and made from first-generation 
molds obtained directly from the original artworks. Our Gipsoteca 
is made up of hundreds casts of classical, medieval, renaissance and 
modern art.

HANDMADE IN ITALY
casts hand made by italian artisans of long experience. high quality 
guaranteed for each piece made in italy with italian materials. 

WWW.FELICECALCHI.COM

WITH PASSION
over sixty yeatrs of great passion for our craft.  each cast is a 
unique piece made on order with traditional craft techniques.



The shipping of a precious and desired object of Art is very important and should not be 
underestimated. Plaster Casts can be shipped in many ways, as I have seen during my long 
experience, each cast shop has its own method. Here I talk about my own experience and how I 
transformed a simple shipment into an effective high level service.

Packaging

I believe that packaging is a very important part of the manufacture and sale of plaster casts or art 
objects in general. Personally I take great care of the packaging and I consider it as the last important 
step of my work process. The packaging of a cast cannot be improvised, but must be done in the right 
way and with the best materials.

Many years ago, at the beginning of my international sales, I thought it was a good thing let the 
customer saving money shipping with a low price delivery service and making normal packaging. But I 
immediately realized that I was going on a completely wrong path.

A just sufficient packaging seriously put lots of risks on my work and obviously the customer's 
expectations. An inexpensive delivery service led to frequent delays, detention at customs, lack of 
traceability and possible damages.

So, I did a personal verification by sending a plaster cast protected in one of my packages to the 
United States and then requesting a return to the sender, in this case me. I noted down all the defects 
of the service both in delivery and in back return. I closely checked the package on arrival, just as my 
client would have received it. I examined one by one all the points of wear and big stress on the parts 
of my package. Finally I examined the cast inside. I was not at all satisfied with the result on the all 
process, so I developed my Professional Packaging System.

With the FeliceCalchi's Pro-Packaging we use only top quality materials, high-strength cardboard 
boxes, cardboard boxes (three waves) for export, fumigated wooden crates for export, 
high-performance absorbent materials. Each packaging is made individually for every single work of art 
we ship, the crates are made on order for each cast. All our wooden crates can be reused by the 
customer.
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Shipping

To ship we adopt only and exclusively the best international couriers, with tracking service. For the 
shipment of large statues we collaborate with professional Art Hanlding Companies that work with the 
major international museums. In case of high value shipments, our client can adopt a Safe Value Art 
Insurance on the entire value. In this way, shipping and delivery becomes a truly effective service that is 
highly appreciated by our customers all over the world. Our partner shipping agent is responsible for 
verifying all export customs documentation needed. In any case, we suggest clients checking the 
customs regulations of their country or possible taxes to be paid, which are under responsibility of the 
customer

Delivering

When we ship an art object we do not have the possibility to control the delivery and all the steps that 
the package makes between warehouses and airport areas, so it is important to commit the delivery 
only to the best couriers. There are advanced systems and special labels that allow to check the 
movements of the box during the delivery. But it’s not applicable to ordinary shipments and only allow a 
final check. However, the best thing we can do is to take care of the quality of the packaging as much 
as possible by considering the dimensions, weight, conformation of the object, its position onside the 
box and absorbent materials.
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Taking Care of a Plaster Cast

Taking care of the casts is very simple and just follow some important rules to avoid damaging them.

Do not Clean!

Plaster Casts don’t need to be 'cleaned' but only periodically dusted. Most of the casts that leaves our 
workshop are already finished with natural wax which in addition to emphasizing the beauty of the 
surfaces protects very well from dust. So, my recommendation is not to clean your casts using water, 
degreasers, soap and water, alcohol or other detergents.

Just Dusting...

To proceed with the dusting of your cast, simply use a common duster natural or synthetic or current 
dust-catching cloths. Alternatively, you can use a clean brush with very soft hair, better if new, at the 
same time use a vacuum cleaner at low speed  positioned very close to the brush during the dusting. 
This is exactly the same method used by museums in periodic maintenance of their galleries. To 
prevent scratches and accidental bumps during dusting, I recommend you to cover the metal parts of 
the brush with paper tape and take off your rings, bracelets and watch. If in doubt I advise you do not 
do more than dusting!

What should I do if the cast is Dirty?

If your cast has been damaged by deep dirt or stained by greasy substances, ink, paint or other a 
restoration work will be required. The goal is to restore the cast and get its original beauty by preserving 
and protecting its surface. There are natural gels and volatile solvents that are able to dissolve dirt and 
extract it without damaging the surface by rubbing or abrading. Cleaning is considered as a restoration 
intervention and it will be necessary to contact professionals.
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Restoring a Plaster Cast

Antique plaster casts preserve an important story. Like art objects are as beautiful as vulnerable. If an 
old cast came up to us retaining the marks and wounds of the time we have to appreciate it also for 
that. The restoration is not always necessary. Every action that takes place in the ‘wrong’ attempt to 
bring them back to their original appearance could only compromise them. The most important thing is 
to consider the real need for a restoration. Many collectors prefer to keep the old cast in original 
condition with the patina of time, the damages, and the signs of improper conservation. I completely 
agree. When the cast appear seriously compromise is good to proceed with a restoration but having 
absolutely respect for everything is original.

10 things NOT to do restoring plaster casts

1- Do Not cleaning the surface with any abrasive tool or sand paper. Surface of a plaster cast is really 
delicate and also one of most important things that give fedelity and value. For first clean with a soft 
brush. Then, if the surface is strong, clean with a soft air.

2- Do Not remove any patina on the surface, also if it is bad and probably not original. Proceed with 
small tests in hidden parts only with solvent and chemicals (with high evaporation) on cotton wad.

3- Do Not attach fragments and separate parts with any adhesive, resin or other glue. The best way is 
to restore fragments with plaster but to do this need to soak the dry surface. If this is not possible, just 
wet and use vinilic glue (Vinavil® 59).

4- Do Not attach separate parts (arms, legs, head) that were done separately. Use the same original 
mounting system with joint tools or metal pins.

5- Do Not use cement o resin to fix a damaged base. Keep the old plaster cast as it is and make a 
custom wood base to stand it.

6- Do Not remove old rusted steel armor inside. Use on it a metal rust converter before fill the hole of 
lost fragments with plaster.

7- Do Not consider low value an old plaster cast with lost or destroyed parts (nose, ear, finger, arms). 
Consider its historic value and eventually ask for a professional restore using parts from a modern cast 
to complete it.

8- Do Not remove plaster seam, brass label, engarved sign, paper label on the surface.

9- Do Not apply any color layer (enamel, white color, tint).

10- Do Not begin a restoring work before looking with attention the plaster cast trying to understand 
the technics of fabrication, materials used, its provenance, manifacture, date of fabrication and recent 
history. Any information will be useful before restoring.

By my experience and after seeing a lot of ‘bad restoration’ and ‘miserable repairs’ of antique casts, my 
advice is this: ‘Less you do; more you have done’. If we are not ready, we are not expert enough to do 
a good restoration work, it is better to wait. Each original element or trace left contributes to the 
historical, artistic (and also economic) value of our ancient cast. If you are a wise collector and decide 
for a professional restoring remember that: an antique plaster cast is one of most difficult work of art to 
restore. Most of restorers don’t have a great knowledge on this artwork technique. The best thing is 
looking for a good professional mold maker to do the restoring work.
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Some casts are traditionally very famous among art lovers and artists, so much so that they have 
become real Best Sellers. 

The casts of best known original works present in the famous museums of the world are the most 
requested subjects. The Laocoon, Augustus of Primaporta, Michelangelo's Pietà, Donatello's David are 
immortal works of all times that will never escape the desire of art lovers and collectors. Also through 
the plaster cast is possible to purchase the partial cast or details of large original works or the entire 
work as a reduced scale. Some of these well-known casts were present in famous artists ateliers who 
kept them on display. Among these there are first of all the anatomical studies and the ecorchè, death 
masks or iconic busts. Some subjects such as the Apollo del Belvedere, the Venus of Milos, Caracalla 
or the Capitoline Venus, the Laocoon have acquired a symbolic value of beauty and taste. Others, such 
as the Belle Italienne (or inconnue de la Seine), have a history that is as famous as it is fascinating to 
deeply inspire many writers, poets and painters.  Also the Gradiva, a roman bas-relief with a dancing 
maenad, the name was attributed by Wilhelm Jensen in the novel, Gradiva. A Pompeian fantasy (1903). 
Carl Gustav Jung pointed out the short story to Sigmund Freud, who in the essay Delusions and dream 
in Jensen's "Gradiva" (1906) examined this literary case as a psychiatric case. Sigmun Freud bought a 
plaster cast at the Vatican Museums and hung on the wall of his studio.

Taste follows the eras as fashions follow trends. During recent years, some historical figures have 
received due recognition with exhibitions, important publications or various celebrations. One of these 
is the Emperor Hadrian, in this facilitated by the intremnotable masterpiece Memories of Hadrian by 
Marguerite Yourcenar. With Adriano the figure of Antinous was enhanced too. Well, the busts and the 
most famous statues depicting these two historical figures are today among the most requested 
subjects by collectors, interior designers, set designers, artists and connoisseurs. Some others are Best 
Sellers among artists and art academies. The anatomical studies and ecorchè  are very popular, first of 
all the Anatomy of Man by Edouard Lanteri which is one of the best pieces in our collection. Among the 
most requested casts for those taking their first steps in drawing are the Eye and Nose of 
Michelangelo's David, l’Espiegle by Carpeaux and not last the Head of Psyche of Naples present in the 
famouse Drawing Course by C. Bargue and the Bust of Laocoon.

So, the cast offers the only precious possibility to have the faithful replica in all details of the original 
work so admired and desired. Achieve the cast of a masterpiece at home, having the opportunity to 
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admire it every day, touching it with your own hands is a unique experience that brings you 
extraordinarily close to the artwork itself, offers the opportunity for a new familiarity with art, inspires 
and makes your spirit rich.
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Armature internal structure in metal or wood present inside the casts.

Atelier or Art Studio or Bottega shop equipped for sculptural modeling or painting usually with large 
windows or skylights.

Brass Label metal label or plaster inscription engraved at the base of the mold by the manufacturing 
workshop.

Capitello architectural capital at the top of a column, also used as a decorative element or base.

Cast  direct and totally faithful replica obtained from a mold made on the original work.

Cast Maker the craftsman who makes the plaster casts.

Chiaroscuro lights and shadows on plaster forms.

Copy indicates any replica not obtained from a direct impression but from a new modeling of the 
subject.

Death Mask mortuary mask of famous personalities of art, music, literature and politics was widely 
used in the collections of the nineteenth century and in the ateliers of artists

Drawing Cast also Cast Painting a chacoal drawing or oil painting made copying from a plaster cast. 
Widely used the Sight-Size technique that reproduces the cast perfectly in shape and size.

Ecorchè french term to indicate anatomical models used by painters and sculptors as a reference.

Gesso italian word to call the chalk as raw material with wich the cast is made. 

Gipsoteca plaster cast collection or cast gallery.

Mensola bracket also used as a decorative element or base.

Model original prototype, usually in plaster or clay, of a statue.
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Mold imprint on negative, extremely faithful, performed on the original work to manufacture the casts.

Mold Maker the craftsman who makes the molds and casts.

Patina delicate surface finish of the plaster, which consists of a very light layer of pigments and wax or 
only wax, to give vibrations of light and shadows.

Plaster Cast faithful replica of an original sculpture made in plaster.

Plasterer generically who works with plaster in interior decoration.

Plaster of Paris plaster widely used in sculpture in past centuries.

Relief a type of sculpture in which the figures are represented on a background.

Resin it’s a synthetic material for the manufacture of casts and replicas. Mixed with fillers and pigments 
it allows a very realistic aesthetic imitation of traditional materials such as marble, bronze, terracotta, 
plaster. Bronze Resin; Marble Resin; Terracotta Resin; White Gyps Resin (exclusive by FeliceCalchi).

Rubber Mold mold in silicon rubber,the most faithful.

Scagliola or Intaglio plaster replicas of small cameos very popular during the grand tour era, today 
precious collectibles.

Sketch preparatory study project in plaster made before a sculpture.

Surmoulage french word to indicate the cast of the cast and so on.

Undercuts deeper areas of a sculpture.
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Which are possible materials with Casts are Made?

The classic and most popular material since the past centuries is the Gesso Alabastrino (Plaster of 
Paris). But the casts can also be made with resin to obtain a look very similar to the original, or in 
bronze, terracotta and wax.

Plaster Casts can be Placed Outdoor?

Casts made in plaster are only for indoor environment. Resin casts, bronze cast, and cement casts can 
be placed outdoors with any problem.

Which is the Best Material for the Casts used in Art Courses?

The plaster for its color, and its chiaroscuro (lights and shadows) is certainly the best material for the 
exercise of drawing. However, in vcase of intensive use in Art Class we have developed the White Gyps 
Resin, a synthetic material with the same color than plaster but much more resistant tand washable.

How much are faithful casts respect to the originals?

Casts which are made from first-generation molds, it means taken directly from the original works 
preserved in museums, are fully faithful. In this case maximum fidelity and details are guarantee. It 
takes large investiment and great deal in maintaining the quality and efficiency of the molds archive as 
we do. When the moldss are obtained from the copy of the copy of the copy.. details and fidelity are 
lost, and the cast can be considered cheap.
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Can I export or ship my cast to another country?

In most cases, yes. Italian law declares that serial replicable art objects made within 50 years can be 
exported. Furthermore, many countries allow the export of serial produced or reproducible objects. In 
any case, it will be advisable to check possible customs taxes for countries with particular customs 
restrictions. For each shipment the contents must be declared.

How much does a cast weight?

The weight of a cast depends on the size and material it is made of. In case it is made of plaster, a 
lifesize bust with the base will have a weight of about 10/13 kg. The same bust made of resin will have 
a weight of about 8/10 kg.
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Visit our Collection at: WWW.FELICECALCHI.COM	

You can order fine plaster casts very easly in many ways:

• 	 by contact online at www.felicecalchi.com

• 	 by email to info@felicecalchi.com

• 	 by filling out our Order Form on line

• 	 by downloading the pdf Order Form, and send it filled out to info@felicecalchi.com

Follow the workshop activities:
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ORDER YOUR CAST 

AT FELICECALCHI’S

http://WWW.FELICECALCHI.COM
http://WWW.FELICECALCHI.COM
http://www.felicecalchi.com
http://www.felicecalchi.com
mailto:info@felicecalchi.com
mailto:info@felicecalchi.com
mailto:info@felicecalchi.com
mailto:info@felicecalchi.com
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Testimonials: what our Customers says 

⸺ Hello. I’ve just Received the Houdon Anatomy. It’s 
Perfect! And the perfect packing too.

Thanks  	 Edouard A.

⸺ Today I received the plaster cast.  I am happy to see 
the details that you bring forth after so many casts.  I 
have seen some of this Ecorche's, but not this 
one. Grazie Mille and thank you for the wax for free.

Regards,	 Saskia F.

⸺ The Casts arrived. Thank you from the bottom of my 
heart. Also thank you for the Catalogs. Casts are 
beautiful!!!  Complimenti!

Best	 	 Matt C. 

⸺ Today I received the Death Mask, it  came in good 
condition and the copy is Great!

Thank you for your help,

Kind regards,		 Dmitry D.

⸺ Hi, thank you so much for making the beautiful Cast 
of Marcus Aurelius!  The students and I love it!  
Magnifico!  Mille Grazie!  I will send photos next week of 
the students working from our new addition.

Best Regards,	 Jack W.

⸺ Buongiorno, le opere sono arrivate, sono 
fantastiche. La ringrazio vivamente e spero in un 
prossimo futuro di poterne acquistare ancora.

La ringrazio e le auguro un buon lavoro e buona vita.	 	
Giovanni B.

⸺ Hello, all sculptures arrived safe and sound.  My 
friend absolutely loves La Belle Italienne Mask, but I have 
to say, the Victory in resin is exceptional!  I specifically 
like the quality of the translucence which allows light to 
glow through certain parts.  Looks like marble.  

Thank you so much. Best regards,	 	 Lynn S.

⸺ I am happy to tell you that the Capitoline Venus 
reached us safely. The statue is amazing! 

Thank you for your service and untill next time.

Best Reagrds,	 	 Leona J.

⸺ Dear Friend, the Lanteri Anatomical Cast arrived safe 
and sound. I am happy to receive it. The resin imitates 
the plaster beautifully while the added bonus of strength. 
I have been admiring it carefully and look forward to 
working from with it soon.  No doubt it will be cherished 
and well used for many years to come by me and my 
students.   Thank you for your dedication to this noble 
craft and tradition. Your craft is utterly indispensable 
preservation of our noble past and the rejuvenation of our 
future.

God Bless,	 	 Niki C.

⸺ Hi, The Cast did arrived already 2 weeks ago. Sorry 
for my late respond! It looks Great!   Thank you for the 
fast delivery and the Great Quality!  Until next time!

All the best and kind regards,	 	 Anna W.

⸺ Both Sculptures were delivered today. Excellently 
packaged and in perfect condition. We are very happy 
with them. And thank you for the little surprise inside as 
well as Certificates of Quality.

Best Regards	 	 Leona J.

⸺ The box arrived today and everything was beautifully 
packed...even the crate screws were high quality!   
Everything has been inspected and looks perfect.  It will 
take me a while to find just the right place for the Dolphin 
because of it's size, but that is how I do things...the 
location is as important as other piece. For now I am 
content to have it in the front entry where I can spend 
some weeks just admiring it!   As a child when I first saw 
Ben Hur if anyone had told me one day I would have 
these artworks...I would never have believed it!

Thank you very much...  Ciao	 	 Tony B.

⸺ Hi, The beautiful Horse arrived safely, Thank you so 
much. Collecting money for the other horse next year :)

Best, 	 	 Maike J. 

⸺ Thank you very much! We have received the casts 
last week, and could not be happier with them. 
Everything arrived perfectly. We will certainly look forward 
to ordering more casts in the near future.  Many thanks 
again!

Best Regards  	 Mischa T.

Drawing & Painting Instructor 
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WWW.FELICECALCHI.COM

http://WWW.FELICECALCHI.COM
http://WWW.FELICECALCHI.COM
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